Functional properties of Schistosoma mansoni single-stranded DNA-binding protein SmPUR-alpha. Description of the interaction between SmPUR-alpha and SMYB1.
PUR-alpha is a highly conserved protein in eukaryotes belonging to the family of single-stranded DNA-binding proteins. Because PUR-alpha is a multifunctional protein that participates in several regulatory events at the level of gene transcription, it became relevant to investigate the structural features of Schistosoma mansoni PUR-alpha (SmPUR-alpha) that could be correlated to its mode of action. Using deletion constructs on a dot blot assay we mapped the domains of GST-SmPUR-alpha fusion protein involved in the interactions with DNA and RNA. Individually, the N-terminal amino acid residues 1-26 and the C-terminal residues 196-276 of GST-SmPUR-alpha which did not contain nucleic acid-binding domains, did not bind ssDNA or RNA. In contrast, domains encompassing the N-terminal and Class I and C-terminal plus Class I exhibited the highest binding affinity. Seemingly, the latter (GST-SmPUR-alpha 174-276) played a major role in nucleic acid interaction as judged by affinity alone. Other combinations of the deletion constructs displayed either intermediary or no binding affinity to the DNA or RNA probes. Gel shift competition assay showed that GST-SmPUR-alpha bound to ssDNA with higher affinity than to RNA. Because SmPUR-alpha contains two putative phosphorylation sites the protein was tested as a substrate to casein kinase II. GST-SmPUR-alpha could be phosphorylated in vitro by casein kinase II at both, the N- and C-terminus of the protein. The multifunctional nature of SmPUR-alpha was demonstrated by experiments measuring the physical interaction between SmPUR-alpha and the transcription factor SMYB1. This was determined in vivo (yeast two hybrid) and in vitro (GST-pull down). Furthermore, we showed that SmPUR-alpha and SMYB1 acted synergistically to bind preferentially to pyrimidine-rich sequences.